












［Abstract］This study seeks to determine the discourse functions of the word “nanka” 
（i.e., anything or something） in repair segments. Data were collected from the “Mister 
O Corpus,” a cross-linguistic video conversation corpus wherein 26 female pairs talk for 
five minutes about what surprised them most. It was found that “nanka” was used in: 1） 
a listener-oriented repair when the speakers were providing additional information for 
listener clarity; or 2） a speaker-oriented repair when the speakers were trying to 
modify their utterances to precisely focus the listener’s attention to the speaker’s topic. 
These findings suggested that using “nanka” as part of repair segments contributed to 
the development of a mutual understanding between the participants.









会話分析（conversation analysis）において「修復（repair）」という概念（Schegloff, Jefferson, 























































































































































































































































































































































































































18：Ｒ：　　　　　　　　　　  ［｛笑い｝びっくりするよ ［ね
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